Manurewa CC

CNZ LADIES NORTH ISLAND MINUTES

26/4/2019

MEETING OPENED: 8.23AM
DELEGATES PRESENT: Rawinia Marsh MNU, Angela Murton TGA, Sheryl Robertson PAP, Wendy
Cook TCC, Sharon Wikaira King MAN, Bubs Karena OTA, Feoi Hukui PAT,Diane Sloper ONE Karen
Edwards TeAroha, Martin Keeley PUK, Emma Bidois WTO, Nina Massold HOW, Tee Simon HRS,
Sola Luafale UPH
Roly Reardon CNZ Area Delegate for Greater Auckland welcomed everyone to the meeting and
apologised for missing the official opening of the tournament. Work commitments prevented him
from attending.
APOLOGIES: Hazel Cook TCC, Jenny Cook TCC, Mary Livapulu TCC, Mere Wilson MNU, B Brierly
HRS, Kimberley Cullen SWA
Roly asked for people to stand for a minute’s silence in respect for all those that had passed in the
last 12 months.
PREVIOUS MINUTES: Accepted Wendy Cook TCC / Sharon Wikaira King MAN
MATTERS ARISING FROM PREVIOUS MINUTES: Nil,
HOST OF CNZ Ladies North Island: Sheryl Robertson PAP addressed the meeting and stated
that they were not going to be able to host this due to other commitments to tournaments that
are around this time. They would like to formally withdraw their bid which had been made without
their Executives agreement. Sola Luafale UPH said that as the club that had put their name
forward, they would be happy to take the tournament on.
HOST of CNZ Ladies North Island 2021: There are no current bids on the table for this
tournament.
GENERAL BUSINESS:
TOURNAMENT FORMAT: Karen Edwards TEO, read out an email that she had received from
Carol Cameron HOK.
Not sure if others feel the same as me but the cost to enter and the time off work is an issue
when the same players finish in the money.
SUGGESTION;2 tier tournament. Top tier pays full entry, lower tier pays a reduced fee. If you
want to play with the big girls, you pay the higher fee. The prize money would be less for each
tier of course due to numbers but at least players like me might get their entry fee back. Could do
a Champion of Champions at the end for a trophy. Just been thinking out loud.
This was opened to the floor for discussion. RESULT; It was felt that’s the lesser players were
already being accommodated by the Trophy Event. Karen Edwards TEO to pass the result on to
Carol Cameron. Wendy Cook TCC thought it great that even though people may not be able to
make a tournament they can still put forward their thoughts.
TROPHIES: Wendy Cook TCC stated that the trophies were in disrepair and some long missing.
The question was asked about finding sponsorship to replace these trophies, possibly from CNZ.
RESULT; Roly Reardon suggested a letter of request be sent to Clubs New Zealand. Karen
Edwards to see to this.
No further business.
Roly Reardon was unsure if he would be available for prizegiving due to his work commitments.
Meeting closed at 8.45am
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